
“To Space and Back”

Sally Ride was about to become the first American woman in space when she boarded the space shuttle 
“Challenger” on 18th June 1983. In “To Space and Back”, Sally describes what it’s like to launch into space.

1. Look at the following picture of a space shuttle. Read the first part of the text and label the picture with 
   as many words from the text as you can:

The long elevator ride up the launch tower takes us to a level near the nose of the space shuttle, 195 feet above the 

ground. Trying hard not to look down at the pad far below, we walk out onto an access arm and into the ‘white room’ . The 

white room, a small white chamber at the end of the movable walkway, fits right next to the space shuttle’s hatch. The only 

other people on the launch pad — in fact, the only other people for miles — are the six technicians waiting for us in the 

white room. They help us put on our escape harnesses and launch helmets and help us climb through the hatch. Then they 

strap us into our seats.

Because the space shuttle is standing on its tail, we are lying on our backs as we face the nose. It’s awkward to twist 

around to look out the windows. The commander has a good view of the launch tower, and the pilot has a good view of the 

Atlantic Ocean, but no one else can see much outside.

Launch minus one hour. We check to make sure that we are strapped in properly, that oxygen will flow into our 

helmets, that our radio communication with Mission Control is working, and that our pencils and our books — the 

procedure manuals and checklists we’ll need during liftoff — are attached to something to keep them from shaking loose. 

Then we wait.

The technicians close the hatch and then head for safety three miles away. We’re all alone on the launch pad.

            From Sally Ride’s “To Space and Back” (1989)
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2. In your own words, explain why the following words are used in the text: 

      strap: ___________________________________________________________________________

      awkward: ___________________________________________________________________________

      safety: ___________________________________________________________________________

3. Read the second part of the text. As you read, fill in the gaps with a verb in the box that matches 
    each definition. Write the verbs in the right form. More than one answer is sometimes possible!

  rattle            fall away            launch            strain             whirr        burn out

       quiver              zoom          shake         streak on          leap            light

Launch minus seven minutes. The walkway with the white room at the end slowly pulls away. Far below us

    the power units start (1) (to make a low, soft, continuous sound) _______________________, sending a shudder 

through the shuttle. We close the visors on our helmets and begin to breathe from the oxygen supply. Then the space 

shuttle (2) (to shake lightly) _______________________, again as its launch engines slowly move into position for 

blast-off.

Launch minus 10 seconds … 9 … 8 … 7 … The three launch engines (3) (to ignite, start burning) _________

_____________. The shuttle (4) (to move (an object) up and down or from side to side with rapid, forceful, jerky 

movements) _______________________,and (5) (to experience pressure or to make something experience it) 

_______________________ at the bolts holding it to the launch pad. The computers check the engines. It isn’t up to us 

anymore — the computers will decide whether we (6) (to send something out, such as a spacecraft into space) 

_______________________.

3 … 2 … 1 … The rockets light! The shuttle (7) (to jump or spring a long way, to a great height, or with 

great force) _______________________ off the launch pad in a cloud of steam and a trail of fire. Inside, the ride is 

rough and loud. Our heads are (8) (to (cause something to) make a noise like a series of knocks) ______________

_________ around inside our helmets. We can barely hear the voices from Mission Control in our headsets above the 

thunder of the rockets and engines. For an instant I wonder if everything is working right. But there’s no more time to 

wonder, and no time to be scared.

In only a few seconds we (9) (to move very quickly) _______________________ past the clouds. Two minutes 

later the rockets (10) (to stop working because of fuel exhaustion) _______________________, and with a brilliant 

whitish-orange flash, they (11) (to break off) _______________________ from the shuttle as it (12) (to move 

extremely quickly) _______________________ toward space. Suddenly the ride becomes very, very smooth and quiet. 

The shuttle is still attached to the big tank, and the launch engines are pushing us out of Earth’s atmosphere. The sky is 

black. All we can see of the trail of fire behind us is a faint, pulsating glow through the top window.

The atmosphere thins gradually as we travel farther from Earth. At fifty miles up, we’re above most of the air,  

        and we’re officially ‘in space.’

From Sally Ride’s “To Space and Back” (1989)



4. Read the text again and look for synonyms for the following words: 

a. become detached ________________

b. examine ________________

c. determine ________________

d. bumpy ________________

e. moment ________________

f. hardly ________________

g. peaceful ________________

h. weak ________________

5. How do you feel about the text? What are your thoughts and impressions? What do you think 
    of Sally? Would you like to be there with her and the rest of the crew? Why/Why not? 

    Write a short personal response to the text. 


